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Presenter 1 Title
Online Learning Librarian

Presenter 2 Title
Digital Assistant

Presenter 3 Title
Assistant Professor, English

Session Type
45-minute concurrent session

Abstract
This session will feature perspectives on digital humanities from presenters at two different institutions:
1) How Scaffolding Saved the Day: Integrating Omeka into Classroom Curricula
This presentation chronicles a university’s journey to bring digital exhibiting into classrooms across the
curriculum. What began as an idea for a different kind of class project became an opportunity that invites
students to embrace humanities in a new light and present it on a world stage. While the experience of
curating digital exhibits using Omeka transformed the student learning process, it brought numerous
challenges to library staff. To overcome these challenges, the presenters embraced flipped-classroom
methods and developed a scaffolded approach to providing instruction throughout the semester.
Presenters will offer suggestions for developing scalable and sustainable digital humanities projects that
engage students and faculty in digital literacy and demonstrate the value of new and different, outwardfacing alternative research projects.
2) New Ecologies of Collaboration: Digital Humanities and Renaissance Drama
This presentation on the current state of DH + Renaissance Drama Studies will address the way that DH is
changing the field by raising the profile of collaborative research methods and projects, and will explore
emerging models for collaboration between scholars and librarians.

Location
KIPJ Theatre
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How Scaffolding
Saved the Day
Integrating Omeka into Classroom Curricula
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The Beginning of Omeka
Challenges
Phase One: Flipping the Classroom
Phase Two: Scaffolding
Benefits
Lessons Learned

Digital Initiatives @ USU

◉ Institutional Repository & Digital Library.
◉ Bepress and contentDM
◉ Digital Library Narrative

The Beginning of Omeka

◉ Fall 2015
◉ Digital wanted a better way to showcase
collections
◉ A way to share a narrative

Omeka was a natural choice: open-source,
outward facing, allowed for a public platform

Bringing them together?

◉ Transforming the final project
◉ Digital Initiatives Department tie-in
◉ The beginning

I really enjoyed getting into the sources and
doing the research and then trying to figure out
what kind of a presentation we could make with
that information. The collection we were
assigned became a sandbox of sorts in which to
work and play and create something of our own.

“

Great to be able to produce
something real that other people
may actually interact with.

“

First student exhibit

Challenges

Omeka vs. Course
Content
How do we teach Omeka
and get students familiar
with the content of their
exhibits?

Timing
We taught Omeka at the
beginning but by the time
students created the exhibits
they forgot the skills.

phase one
Flipping the classroom

Why Flip the
Classroom?
◉
◉
◉
◉

Step by step processes  screencast
Free up class-time
Collaboration
Multiple learning styles

Flipping the Classroom
Logistics

◉ Videos & LibGuide
with handouts
◉ 8 videos
◉ Utilize subject
expertise vs. Design
expertise

Flipping the Classroom

◉ Videos & LibGuide with handouts
◉ Point of need access
◉ Re-usable
Time intensive on the onset but pays off over
time.

Changes from Flipping Omeka

Shifted Focus
Omeka

Reduces Staff Time
6 - 8 Sessions

Course Content

2 – 3 Sessions

Deliberate | Consistent | Outcomes

Second student exhibit

I would make a small assignment
that gets you more hands on with
Omeka before starting the project.
I just felt by the time we started the
exhibit I was not as experienced
with Omeka as I would have liked.

“

phase two
Scaffolding Omeka

Scaffolding Process

Create mini
assignments

Test skills

Explicit instructional supports

Point value
incentive

Scaffolding Example:
Research Paper

1. Thesis statement
2. Outline
3. Annotated Bibliography
4. Peer-review
5. Final paper

Scaffolding Assignments

◉ Break down process
◉ Small assignments
◉ Tie-in with training
materials
◉ Assign point value
◉ Provide examples
◉ Give feedback

Place your screenshot here
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Benefits
Success we’ve seen from flipping and scaffolding Omeka

211
Number of students reached through Omeka curriculum

Benefits
◉
◉
◉
◉

Scalable and sustainable
Professor buy-in (not running away)
Focuses time in classroom
Peer tutoring

Benefits
◉ We went from helping 18 students the first
semester to now being able to help 50
students at once.
◉ Professors see students grasp history as a
profession.
◉ Students care more about the project.
Overall creates better exhibits

Recent student exhibit

Lessons Learned
Get Feedback
Ask students and professors
what works and what doesn’t.

Explicit/Realistic
Expectations
Clearly articulate to professors
what is expected of them &
students.

Peer Tutoring
Utilize training materials to train
student workers who can in turn
train their peers

Worth the Effort

Professor Buy-in

Experiment

Creating content takes time but
is worth it in the end because
materials are reusable.

Share materials with professors
to create buy-in.

Don’t be afraid to try new things
and always take it a step father.
There’s always room for
improvement.

Thanks!
Any questions ?
Email us at:
◉
◉

Teagan.eastman@usu.edu
Alison.gardner@usu.edu
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